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Abstract-In this paper, we are concerned with the following two problems. In Problem I, we 
describe the set S of real n x n symmetric and antipersymmetric matrices such that minimize the 
Frobenius norm of LG - E for G, E in Rnxn. In Problem II, we find the unique i in the set S, 
satisfying llL* -ell = minLes [IL* -Ll(, where L’ E Rnxn is a given matrix and Il.11 is the Frobenius 
norm. We derive a general expreesion of the set S. For Problem II, we prove the existence and the 
uniqueness of the solution and provide the expression of this unique solution. We also report some 
numerical results to support the theory established in the paper. @ 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In electricity, control theory, and processing of digital signals, we often need to consider the 
following problem. 
PROBLEM I. Given G 9 E E Rnxm, set K E IZnXn, find L E K such that 
IlLG - El1 = min. 
At the same time, in the process of testing or correcting given data, we also present an optimal 
approximation problem with some constraints as follows. 
PROBLEM II. Given L‘ E Rnxn, find i E S such that 
where S is the solution set of Problem I. II . II is the Frobenius norm. 
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For important results on Problems I and II for different sets of matrices K, we refer to [l-6]. 
In this paper, we discuss Problems I and II when K in Problem I consists of symmetric and 
antipersymmetric matrices defined by the following definition. 
DEFINITION 1. An n x n matrix A is called a symmetric and antipersymmetric matrix if 
aij = aji, aij = -an-j+i,n-i+l, i,j = 1,2 ,..., 12. 
We denote by SA” the set of all symmetric and antipersymmetric matrices. 
Our first goal is to investigate the properties of the set of symmetric and antipersymmetric 
matrices. We will deduce an expression for the general solutions of Problem I. For Problem II, 
we show the existence and uniqueness of the solution of the problem. In addition, we derive an 
expression of the solution of Problem II. Finally, we report some numerical results. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first discuss the properties of symmetric and 
antipersymmetric matrices. We will also give a general expression of the solutions of Problem I 
in Section 2. In Section 3, we prove the existence and uniqueness of the solution of Problem II 
and derive the expression of this unique solution. In Section 4, we also propose some numerical 
methods for computing the unique solution and report our numerical experiments. 
Some notation is introduced now. Denote by RFxm the set of matrices in Rnxm with rank T, 
by 0” the set of orthogonal matrices in Rnxn. For a matrix A E R”‘” denote by A+ and llAl[, 
respectively, the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse and the Frobenius norm of A and by I,, the identity 
matrix of order n. Denote Rnx ’ simply by Rn. We define inner product in space Rnxm, (A, Bj = 
tr(BTA) = Cyzl Cj”=, aijbij, VA, B E R”‘“. Then Rnx” is a Hilbert inner product space. 
The norm of a matrix produced by the inner product is the Frobenius. norm. For A = (aii), 
B = (bii) E R”‘“, A* B represents the Hadamard product of A and B, which is A* B = (aiibii). 
2. THE GENERAL FORM OF SOLUTION FOR PROBLEM I 
First, we discuss the structure of SA”. Let 
0 , . . 1 
S,=ili , ( ) (1) 1 . . . 0 71XTl 
k= ;, [ 1 [z] is the largest integer number not to exceed x. (2) 
When n = 2k, 
and when n = 2k + 1, 
D=$(i ; 4), 
then DTD = I,,. 
LEMMA 1. A E SA” if and only if 
A = -&AS,,, A=AT. 
THEOREM 1. 
SA=" = 
I( 
M HSk 
-f&H -&Msk )I 
M=MT, H=-HT , 
> 
(3) 
(4 
(5) 
sA2k+l = 
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s 0 
H&c 
--CT& 
1 
N=NT, H=-HT,CcRk 
-&H -s,c -skN& 
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(6) 
whether n is an odd or even number, the general form of elements in SA” is 
F E @-k)xk. 
When n = 2k, D is the same as (3); when n = 2k + 1, D is the same as (4). 
PROOF. We only prove (5). If 
then 
Equation (7) is equivalent to 
T 
All = 41, -412 = AL, 
T 
A22 = A227 
A22 = -Sk-b%, (A12sk)T = -Ad% 
(8) 
Let A&k = H, A11 = M. Then H = -HT, M = MT, A12 = HSk, A21 = -SkH, A22 = 
-SkkfSk. This implies 
&-I -SH$ * k k k > 
Hence, 
SA2k c 
{( 
M H& 
-f&H -skM& >I 
M=MT,H=-HT . 
> 
Conversely, for every M = MT, H = -HT it is easy to see that , 
M HSk M 
-t&H -skkisk -skH -&hfsk 
and 
(; ;)(-:H -&&-) (; 2) 
= s,“M i,,$$)(; “a>=-(-:H -$i&.)* 
From Lemma 1, it follows that ( -& -tGsk ) E SA2”. This implies that (5) holds. Form (6) 
can be obtained by a similar method. Furthermore, for n = 2k, 
DT -s”H -f$ ’ k k k (9) 
we have form (2). For n = 2k + 1, D is form (4), 
-SkH -s,& -skN& 
N+H fiC 0 
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Hence, 
N C HSk 
) ( 
0 0 N-H 
-CT 0 -CTSk = D 0 0 &CT DT. (10) 
&H &C SkNSk N+H fiC 0 
This implies that the elements in SA” have the form (2) when n = 2k + 1. 
On the other hand, it can be directly verified that matrices in form (5) and (6) belong to SA” 
from Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2. (See /7].) Given A E Rmxk, B E Rnxl, W E Rmxl, Z E Rnxk, rank(A) = tl, 
rank(B) = t2. Suppose singular values decomposition (SVD) of A, B is, respectively 
A=U ; ; VT, 
( > 
where 
u = (VI, U2) E om v = (vl, vi!) E Ok 
t1 m-t1 ’ tl k-t1 ’ 
C = diag(ar , . . . ,utl), ui > 0, 1 I i I tl, and 
where 
B=P ; ; QT, 
( > 
p = (PI, P2) E on Q = (QI, Q2) E O1 
t2 n-t2 ’ t2 1 - t2 ) 
r = diag( rq , . . . , utz), vj > 0, 1 5 j 5 t2. Then the general solution of 
[IXA - 2112 + llBTX - WT112 = min, X is taken over in RnX m, 
cau be represented as 
@ * (Pl’ZV$ + rQ:W’&) l-‘-lQ;WTU2 
P,TZV,C-’ x22 
vXz2 E Rb-tdx(m-tl) > 
(11) 
02) 
(13) 
where Q = (q&j), 
THEOREM 2. Given G, E E Rnxm, let 
DTG = 
Suppose rank(Gi) = ri, i = 1,2, and SVD of G1, G2 is, respectively, 
where 
G1=U “d ; VT, 
( > 
u= (Ul, Us) E on-" v = (VI, v-2) E 0" 
rl n-k-q ’ rl m-r1 ’ 
C=diag(rr,...,r,.,), Tl>T2>“~>TT1>0, 
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and 
where 
Gz=P “0” ; QT,, 
( > 
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P-3 
P = (PI, P2) E Ok Q = (Ql, Q2) E 0”’ 
7-2 *--2 ' T2 m-r2 ’ 
CZ =diagh,...,prz), p1 > . . . > prz > 0. 
Let 9 = (&), . 
qjjj = -A-- 
pi++ 
lsi<Tz, l<j<Tl. 
Then the general solutions of Problem I can be represented as 
where 
PROOF. For L E SAn, 
it is easy to see that IlLG - El1 = min, L is taken over in SAn, is equivalent to 
IIF& - E1112 + 11~;~ - $(I2 = min, F E R(n-k)xk. (20) 
From Lemma 2, we know that solutions of (20) are 
@ * (U:GQrC2 + %vlTE,Tpl) 
GJ%QIC,l 
C;‘V1’@,P2 
L22 
VL22 E R("-k-")x(k-'-2). 
(21) 
Substituting (21) into (6), we have (19). This completes the proof of this theorem. 
3. THE EXPRESSION OF SOLUTION FOR PROBLEM II 
When the solution set of Problem I is nonempty, it is easy to verify that S is a closed convex 
set. Because R”‘” is a Hilbert space, therefore, there exists a unique solution for Problem II. 
LEMMA 3. For every B, C E Rnxn, there exists a unique ALS E Rnxn such that 
IIALs - Bl12 + II-4 LS - CI12 = Ae%;xn (IIA - BI12 + IIA - Cl(') 
and 
ALs = T. (22) 
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PROOF. Let A = (aij), B = (bij), C = (cij), 
IIA - Bll’ + IIA - CJ12 = 2 2 (~,j - bij)2 + 2 2 (aij - ~j)~ 
i=l j-1 kl j=l 
n n 
= c x c2’fj - 2aij (b, i- Cij) + cfj + bfj) 
i=l j-1 
>’ I(2 +z cij+bfj)-a(bij+yj)2 
Hence, llA-B112+llA-Cl(2 = min, A is taken over in Rnxn 
i.e., ALL = (1/2)(B + C). 
, isequivalent to aij = (1/2)(bij+cij), 
THEOREM 3. Given L’ E RnXn, G E Rnxm, the notation and conditions are the same as in 
Theorem 2. Then there is a unique solution e for Problem II and e can be represented as 
where 
Q * (U,TElQl& + ClVcE,TPl) Ci’VzEzP2 
WWIC;l 
1 
J522 
PT 
1 
p2, 
when n = 2k taking D to be (3), 
when n = 2k + 1 taking D to be (4), 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(27) 
PROOF. Because S is a closed convex set, there is a unique solution i for Problem II. Every 
element L in S can be represented by (18) and (19). Suppose singular values decomposition of 
G1, G2 is (15),(16), respectively. 
Let 
where, when n = 2k, 
a?11 = ;(a sk)L* ; t 
( > 
‘52 = f(Ik sk)L* -‘-k , 
( > 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
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whenn=2k+l, 
(34) 
(35) 
(37) 
Because 
'@*(~:EIQ~C~+ CIV;E,TPI) C,1V,TE,TP2 
G%Q~c;~ L22 > II 
PT ' 
+ ET _ u @ * (U,TElQA + WITE,TP~) C;‘VzE,TP2 II ( 21 U,TE1~l~;l L22 ) q2 + 11~22112 
= IIU:Llafi - @* (U,TElQl& + W’:E;PI)~~’ + llU;i;12P2 - X;‘V;E;P21i2 
+ I/L,lIj’+ lle22112 + IIu2’L12P1 - U:E~QIC,‘~~~ + llU;Z12P2 - ~~~~~~ 
+ IIU:%PI - @ * (U,TJ%Q& + CIV:E;PI)I~~ + IIU:i:,P2 - C;‘Vl’E:P2112 
+ IIw,:P, - u:E~Q~c;~II~ + IIu;z,:P, - ~~~~~~~ 
it is easy to show that [IL* - LII = min, L is taken over in SA”, is equivalent to 
II U312P2 - L22 II 
2 
+ U,TL&P2 - L22 II - II 
2 
= min, L22 is taken over in R(n-k-‘1)x(k-‘2). (38) 
Prom Lemma 3, (38) holds if and only if 
. 
Lz2 = L22 = up12 ; L11P2. (39) 
Substituting (39) into (15), we obtain that the solution of Problem II is (23) and (24). 
4. NUMERICAL COMPUTATION OF THE 
SOLUTION FOR PROBLEM II 
When n = 2k, we have Algorithm 1. 
ALGORITHM 1. 
1. Compute Gr = (l/fi)( 1,s SI, )G, Gz = (l/&‘)( ok --s,s )G. 
2. Compute SVD of Gi and Gs according to (15) and (16), respectively. 
3. Compute &, &r according to (25) and (26), respectively. 
4. Compute &2 = U,‘((i& + L,I,)/2)P2. 
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,. 
5. Compute Lii = q * (UTEiQiC2 + CIVITE$P~). 
6. Compute P according to (23). 
7. Compute L = D[ $ ,‘]D’. 
8. Stop. 
When n = 2k + 1, we have Algorithm 2. 
ALGORITHM 2. 
1. Compute Gr = (l/fi)[,‘: $(s:]X, Gs = (l/fi)[rh o -a]X. 
2. Compute SVD of Gi and Gz according to (15) and (16), respectively. 
3. Compute J!&, J& according to (26) and (27), respectively. 
4. Compute kss = V,T((Lis + Lli)/2)&. 
5. Compute ~?ii = q * (UTEiQrCs + C~VTETPI). 
6. Compute $’ according to (23). 
7. Compute L = D[ F? ,“]D’. 
8. Stop. 
EXAMPLE 1. 
0.3536 -0.5352 -0.3887 0.6181 0.2354 
0.3536 0.2354 -0.6181 -0.5352 0.3887 
G= -0.7071 0.3536 -0.3536 0.3536 0.3536 , 
0.3536 0.6181 -02354 0.3887 -0.5352 
0.3536 0.3887 0.5352 0.2354 0.6181 1 
i 
0.0000 0.8192 -0.5950 2.2843 -0.8701 
0.0000 -0.3604 -0.9462 -1.9777 -1.4365 
E= 0.0000 -0.5412 -0.5412 1.3066 -1.3066 , 
0.0000 -0.9462 -0.3604 1.4365 1.9777 
0.0000 -0.5950 0.8192 0.8701 -2.2843 1 
1 
0.4154 0.9708 0.2140 0.4120 0.6833 
0.3050 0.9901 0.6435 0.7446 0.2126 
L* = 0.8744 0.7889 0.3200 0.2679 0.8392 , 
0.0150 0.4387 0.9601 0.4399 0.6288 
0.7680 0.4983 0.7266 0.9334 0.1338 1 
[ -0.1036 0.1036 0.6036 0.6036 G1 = 0.6036 -0.6036 -0.1036 -0.1036 , ’ 0.3536 -0.3536 0.3536 0.3536 1 
G;! = i -0.6533 -0.6533 0.2706 -0.2706 -0.2706 -0.2706 -0.6533 1 0.6533 ’ 
[ 
0.1585 0.1585 2.2304 -2.2304 
El = -0.9239 -0.9239 -0.3827 0.3827 , 
-0.5412 -0.5412 1.3066 -1.3066 1 
Ez = 
I 
1.0000 -1.0000 1 .oooo 1.0000 
0.4142 -0.4142 -2.4142 1 -2.4142 ’ 
We obtain the numerical solution of corresponding Problem II, 
I 
1.0000 -1.0000 1.0000 2.0000 0.0000 
-1.0000 1 .oooo -1.0000 0.0000 -2.0000 
i= 1 .oooo -1.0000 0.0000 1 .oooo -1.0000 
2.0000 0.0000 1 .oooo -1.0000 1.0000 
0.0000 -2.0000 -1.0000 1 .oooo -1.0000 I 
and ]]e - L*II = 6.5093. The CPU timings are 0.1100 seconds. 
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EXAMPLE 2. Denote by hilb(n) the Hilbert matrix of order n, toeplitz(1 : n) the Toeplitz matrix 
of order of n whose first row is (1,2, . . . , n). For example, 
If 
hankel(1 : 4) = i 
B E R+k)xk, 
2 3 
1 2 
2 0 
0 0 
4 
0 
0 
0 1 
then F E SA”. Assume xi, Xi are eigenpairs of F. For convenience, we take X = (xi, x2,. . , xn), 
A = diag(X1,. . . ,A,,), E = X * A. Let L* = F + AF, AF = 0.01 x hilb(2m) = (fij). We can 
theoretically show that L approaches F as rank of X becomes larger. Especially when rank of X 
equals n, k = m, it is easy to see e = F. We take B to be Hankel of order m and test Algorithm 1 
using Matlab 5.2 on an INTEL PENTIUM 120MHz computer. 
Our numerical results are listed in the following table, where “time” is the CPU timings. 
In Example 2, L* is very close to the matrix F E SA”,. Hence, the approximate error is 
very small and [IL - L*II = AL. E xamples 1 and 2 confirm the theory established in the paper. 
They also show that as L* approaches a solution in the solution set of Problem I, the distance 
between L* and the unique solution 2 of Problem II becomes smaller. This feature is also in 
accordance with the theory established in the paper. 
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